Activity #1
Treasure Hunt /Walk
Barrowford Park
Arrive at Bullhome car park (off Wilton St BB9 8PU Barrowford). Starting point outside
Barrowford Nursery.
1. How far is it to Steven Burke sports hub?
2. Three people and a ……. …… ?
Follow the road to the left around the sports field
3. What year did Steven Burke win gold at the Olympics?
4. How many pieces of equipment are at the outdoor gym?
5. What shape is Bullholme Playing Fields?
6. Fill in the blanks 1 _ 2 _
7. What was established in 1907?
8. What cannot go up the hill?
Follow the path on right up the hill
9. This horse is a bit dull so don’t rest here. What is it?
10. How many curves are on the fence overlooking the playground?
11. What is the maximum penalty?
12. How many steps are there down to the path?
Head down the steps. At the bottom turn right onto the path
13. These flowers are related to Wales, how many are there?
Follow the path at the left- hand side of the lake
14. When are herbs best picked?
15. How many white rectangular panels make the pavilion?
Go back to the path alongside the river and head in the direction of the viewing point over
the river.
16. There’s 3 items together. Which is the odd one out and why?
17. It’s not a District key scheme but a ………………….one
18. What kind of bowling is played here?
19. When was the Fish Pass created?
20. Using your top observation skills, what does ‘444334’ appear on ?

Turn right towards the Heritage Centre.
21. According to the ‘commemoration’ how many years is it since the Pendle Witches trial?
Retrace your steps and take the lower path and head back towards the playground with
the river on your right.
22. There is ‘no such thing as the D___ P___ F_____’!
23. What sport are you not allowed to do in Barrowford Park?
Continue on the path back towards Bullholme
24. What number is the Park View residence?
25. Where do thirsty sheep go?
26. How many giant springs are there?
27. Which one on the list of things you can’t do on the park, is the odd one out?
28. When was Talbot Plating established?
29. Which Council was the park handed to in 1924?
30. What can you do from 10% and with who?
You should now be very near to where you started

• Send your answers to f.callaghan@pendlevale.lancs.sch.uk
before Wed 24th Feb. Either take a photo of your answers / or
type them as an email. Tweet your pics @pendlesgo or on
@PendleSSP facebook page.
• Don’t forget to add your child’s name and school.
• Thanks to the Slack family from Wheatley Lane PS for setting
this up.

